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Know your student voice
2006 studentaovernment debates
sponsored by ASBSU and The Arbiter
Februdaru 28 • March 1
All debates from noon to 1p.m.
send questions for the candidates to tettersOarblteronUne.com
ASBSUlends late support to Cultural Center, forensics team
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Arbiter Staff
"Wedo not have the money to give
organizations from our operating
budget," Parker said. "This center's
mission is to get people communi-
cating, to get them to ask questions
they didn't know how to ask."
Parker said Cultural Center is
given one-half the funding given
toward a week dedicated to Martin
Luther King, Jr. and human rights-
related events, That's one entire
week that receives twice the fund-
ing as an entire year's worth of pro-
gramming from the center.
"All we're talking about is one
measly dollar," said AlexDaw,pollt-
ica~chair of Boise State's Bisexuals,
Gays, Lesbians and Allies for
Diversity organization. "It is for
the promoting of culture. I'm more
than willing to givemy dollar."
The $1 increase would help
fund programs like the Tunnel of
Oppression and would enable the·
center to bring in guest speakers
to discuss sensitive issues regard-
ing the interaction of many ethnic
groups on the Boise State campus.
"A diverse population can only
thrive in a community in which
diversity is possible," said Virginia
Husting, BSU associate sociology
professor. "The Cultural Center is
not emphatically for ethnic groups.
It is for all ofus. That is critical."
BSU student Elizabeth Hale
stressed the importance ·of the
Cultural Center at BSU.
"I'm pretty tired of having to edu-
cate people about my culture," Hale
said. "I think its time the adminis-
tration starts educating its students
and not placing the burden OIi stu-
dents like myself."
The Senate had little' discussion
concerning the resolution, other
than the endorsement of its spon-
sor Sen. Dang Du, who echoed the
remarks made earlier by gallery
members. The senate sent the reso-
lution to third reading. The resolu-
tion passed 6-3, with two absten- .
tions,
The Senate also passed resolu-
tion supporting an increase of an
unmentioned amount of funding to
the BSUforensics team. There was
no exact amount noted on the reso-
lution.
The speech and debate team
is one of three nationally recog-
nized entities on the BSUcampus
(the other two are Intercollegiate
Athletics and Service Learning.)
The Senate failed to show support
of forensics, Student Learning or
the Cultural Center before the stu-
dent fee hearings, but these two
resolutions supporting the Cultural
Center and the forensics team will
make it to President Kustra's desk
before he goes to the Idaho State
Board of Education.
The Senate also passed a resolu-
tion asking for a non-voting student
member on the state board. The
resolution passed unanimously.
Idaho students and schools get
almost all of their funding from
the SBOE.Ahalf-dozen other west-
ern states already have students on
theirSBOE.
The Senate also passed a resolu-
tron supporting Idaho Gov. Dirk
Kempthorne's "Experience Idaho:
Investments in Idaho's State Parks"
initiative.
Senators passed the resolution
9-0with two abstentions.
The Senate also sent a resolu-
tion supporting a Hall of Flags
in the new Student Union Building
and a revised copy of Title I of
the ASBSUCode to third reading
next Thursday.
The Associated Students of Boise
State University Senate passed four-
resolutions in its Thursday meeting
in the Student Union Forum.
The Senate narrowly passed a
resolution offering support for a
$1 increase in student fees to help
fund the Cultural Center. The reso-
lution had previously recommend-
ed a $0.50 increase, but that was
amended during second reading
Thursday.
Cultural Center adviser RoParker
and a number of students spoke to
the Senate to persuade it to pass the,
resolution.
'Student housing
numbers highest
ever in fall '05
"we're out
here trying
to educate
people about
real views. ."
BY EMILY POITEVIN
News Writer
An apartment with a pool? A house with
four roommates in Hyde Park? A room in
one of the newest residence halls on cam-
pus? All are viable options for any student
considering their housing options for the
year, and with the spring semester well un-
. der way, many students are doing just that.
Boise State offers residence halls and uni-
versity apartments at competitive prices,
and the city itself is full of bargain rates on
apartments and houses, depending on loca-
tion.
BSUhas a reputation for being a non-tra-
ditional university, which is evident when
looking at the percentage of students who
live on campus. Only eight percent of the to-
tal student population lives on-campus, and
67 percent of these students are freshmen.
As of fall 2005, Boise State housed 1,523
students in residence halls or university
apartments, a record number most likely
driven by high numbers of entering fresh-
man.
Housing representative Andy Kemp says
student housing is working hard to increase
the number of students living on-campus.
"Basically, [we are trying] to improve our
service and processes to make things easi-
er," Kemp said.
In addition, Student Housing is working
on adding services such as enhanced aca-
demic support floors, residential colleges,
free Internet, and academic support, all in
order to help students be more successful.
"Student housing is run for students, with
the help of a lot of students. [Benefits in-
clude] closeness to classes, the SUB,the Rec,
and the library," said Kemp. "You're living
in a community of students - people like
you, with similar interests and needs. You
have the ability.to hang out together, study
together; Off-campus, who knows who your
neighbor is or what you can do if there's a
problem."
Priority sign-up for students currently liv-
ing in residence halls begins on March 6.
Other students can register for on-campus
housing starting on March 21. Students in-
terested in more information can contact
student housing at 426-3986.
Costs for residence' halls, -including
meals, start at $3,659 for the academic year
in Chaffee and go up to $5,591for housing In
the Taylor and Keiser halls. Por apartments,
a one bedroom starts at $410per month for
University Heights ..A two bedroom costs
$680 per .month' in tge .'University Square
SeeHousirig (page 3)
- Brandon Stoker,
President of BSU's College Republicans
and ASBSU Senator
Above: Students protesting the Vagina
Monologues at the SPEC speak with local
activist Brandi Swindell. Hight: Brandon
Stoker discusses his views with a BSU
Women's Center member.
Crou s protest for, against
c agina Monologues' .
BY JESSICA WIGLEY
News Writer
walked up the stairs to the SPEC. "I sup-
port the show because it shines light on
the oppression or women, men and chil-
dren," said IessiWlnn, a cast member from
last year's program.
The anti-monologues group stood right
outside the double doors also displaying
signs and passing out fliers. BSUCollege
Republicans President and Associated
Students of Boise State Senator Brandon
Stoker said he thinks the play is immoral,
saying, "We're out here trying to educate
people about real views."
In addition to the College Republicans,
some of the groups who spoke out against
this year's production of "The Vagina
Monologues" Include the Network of
Enlightened Women, various religious
groups and some Independent students
and community members.
No specific clubs or organizations were
named in the pro-Vagina Monologues
group; however, the supporters said they
were surprised that the event was being
protested. "It frustrates me that someone
would protest a good thing," community
member Laurie Appel said.
The Student Union requested extra se-
See Protest.(page 3)
Attendees of the Boise State Women's
Center's annual presentation of the
"Vagina Monologues" were met by po-
lice and protesters outside the Boise State
Special Events Center on Friday, open-
ing night. The pro-monologues group
held signs and spoke to attendees as they
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CHICAGO - The U.S. Supreme
Court declined on Tuesday to
hear an appeal from former stu-
dent journalists at Governors State
University, letting stand a lower
court ruling that could allow col-
lege administrators to censor stu-
dent publications.
The case was on appeal from
three students who sued in January
2001 when a dean blocked the pa-
per from being printed after sev-
eral stories critical of the university
administration appeared. Patricia
Carter, the dean of student affairs,
told the printing 'company not to
print the Innovator before she reo
viewed and approved it, according
to court documents.
The paper, founded in 1971 and
supported by student fees, hasn't
been published since.
The 7th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled 7-4 in June that
Carter should not be held liable for
her decision because of "unconsti-
tutionaluncertainties," meaning
that case law was murky enough
that she couldn't be expected to
know what was legally permis-
sible. The university is located in
University Park, Ill.
But the appeals court also found,
that Governors State administra- Whether you plan to work in the You again? ,
tors had a rightto regulate the pa- wilderness or just spend time in the " , 1
per's contents because it was pub- backcountry with friends and farn- Aman in Bochum, Germany, fled
lished under the auspices of' the ily,preparation for a medical emer- from a cab to beat the fare after the
university, a ruling that sonie ,fear gency is essential. Once you are a driver took him to his desttPirtion.
could limit what college students short distance from a rOlid,diaiing The man waited fora whi~!;,Then
publish. The court relied in part on 911 is no longer -the answer, Fast-. ,called for another ~abtQ ~e;him
a1988Stipreme Court declsion that paced and, hands~on,a two-day 'somewhere else. Much to' ,~sur-
allOws high school iulininistrators . training course offered MarCb4,:S ,.' prise; the 'same iirlmcilme"~nic:k
, toc~I1S0~$ldent pUblicatl!'rls" ' '" bY-BoiseSta~e,University'sO~~dooi: .·h~\lP: ••, "./:,,:\t'6t~~f•., '
world The Governors State case, Hostyv. Carter, involved Innovator for-
mer editors Margaret Hosty and
Ienl Porche, and former staff re-
porter Steven Barba, who sued the
university, its board of trustees and
three administrators for more than
$1.15 million. All defendants ex-
cept for Carter were later dropped
from the suit.
The appeals court decision ap-
plies to public college newspapers
in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
"The (Supreme Court) denial is
a huge lose for student rights and
freedom of the campus press," said
John Wilson, who has advised the
student plaintiffs and is the former
coordinator of the Independent
Press Association's Campus
Journalism Project"It will have a
very intimidating effect on student
newspapers."
Violence spreads
in Iraq as militia
groups take, to the
streets
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Sectarian
killings spread through Iraq on
Thursday,'leaving more than 120
dead as gunmen patrolled neigh-
borhoods across the country and
fears rose that the nation was ca-
reening toward open civil war.
Police reported that at least
129 Iraqis had been killed in the
36 hours since a group of men in
Samarra - widely presumed to be
from Iraq's minority Sunni Muslim
population - detonated two
bombs that destroyed the golden
dome of one of Shiite Islam's most
important shrines. Most of the 129
dead were Sunni, police said.
The U.S. military said sev-
en American soldiers had been
killed in two roadside bomb-
ings Wednesday, both north of
Baghdad.
Late Thursday night, state televi-
sion announced a curfew banning
foot and vehicle traffic until 4 p.m,
Friday in four central provinces,
including predominantly Sunni
areas. The extraordinary measure
is intended to control crowds at
Friday prayers at mosques, a po-
tential flash point for violence, es-
pecially at Sunni mosques dam-
aged by the violence ofthe past two
days.
As Iraqi politicians took to the
airwaves to calm the populace,
many in the nation said they'd lost
confidence that the government
and its security forces could pro-
tect them. Residents from Baghdad The State Board of Education
to the southern city of Basra said it recently unanimously approved a
was now up to private citizens to new doctoral program in geosci-
take up arms. ences at Boise State University, and
A resurgence of private armies university officials say they will
wouid be troublesome for U.S. of- admit the first students to the pro-
ficials, who've hung hopes of with- gram in fall 2006.
drawing American troops on es- The new Ph.D. is the fourth doc-
tablishing a democratically elected toral program to be offered at Boise
government and self-sufficient se- State, and the second to be ap-
curity forces. Instead, the govern-' proved by the State Board this aca-
ment struggled Thursday to assert demic year. In December, the State
its authority over a tense situation Board approved a Ph.D. in electri-
in a country in which private ml1i:' 'Ca\'and computer engineering. The
tias controlled by religious or eth- 'univer'sity also offers a Ph.D. in
nic groups already have effective geophysics and an Ed.D'in curricu-
control ofmany cities. lum and instruction.
Iraqi government leaders had Boise State President Bob Kustra
been in the midst of tortured ne- said the new degree. will benefit
gotiations over the shape of the students, local industry and state
new government, more than two and federal agencies in southwest
months afterthe elections. The vlo- Idaho by providing access to a re-
lence promised to delay - or derail search -intensive program that
- the process, even as Sunni and builds on the university's strengths
Shiite religious leaders called for in geology, hydrology, geochemis-
peace. Sunni leaders said Thursday try and geophysics.
that they'd boycott the discussions The new doctoral program builds
to protest the destroyed Sunni on the expertise the Department of
mosques. Geosciences has already developed
in successfully managing gradu-
ate programs, said Provost Soria
Andrews
"With a doctoral program in
geophysics, three master's degree
programs and a very strong under-
graduate program, the Geosciences
Department and 'its exceptional
faculty are well prepared to offer
this new Ph.D. program," Andrews
said. "Our undergraduate and
, graduate students will be the ben-
eficiaries as they work with faculty
in both classrooms and laborato-
ries."
There is a demonstrated need for
more graduate-level geoscientists
in Idaho and the region, said ClydeJ.
Northrup, chair of the Geosciences
Department. "Graduates of doctor-
al programs find employment in a
remarkably broad range of indus-
tries and organizations involved
with earth and environmental pro-
cesses," he said. '
Research is an integral part ofthe
Ph.D. in geosciences, and a disser-
tation based on creative research
accounts for 18 of the 66 credits
necessary to graduate. Candidates
will work with faculty on projects
funded by the National Science
Foundation, the Environmental
Protection Agency,the Department
ofDefense and other agencies.
.lncal/bsu .
Students volunteer
at children's center
Boise State students involved
with a leadership class will volun-
teer at the Boise children's center as
part of a community service proj-
ect. The group will meet on Friday,
March.S from 3 to 5p.m.
BSU student Diana Smlatic said
students are welcome to stop by the
childnin's center during the project
to check it out.
State Board
approves new
,doctoral program
national
Supreme Court
won't hear student
newspaper case
Outdoor Programs
offers wilderness
first aid course
Programs Office covers a wide
range of wilderness medicine top-
ics for people who hunt, fish, hike,
work and play in the outdoors.
The Wilderness First Aid course is
the internationally recognized stan-
dard in basic wilderness medicine
arid is required training for many
organizations such as Outward
Bound and NOLS(National Outdoor
Leadership School). The course
is the only opportunity in south-
west Idaho this year for this ievel of
tralning, Participants are encour-
aged to sign up early as this course
always sells-out: registration dead-
line is Feb. 28.
The course is taught by the
, Wilderness Medicine Training
Center. Cost is $150 for community
members and $135 for Boise State
students and Student Recreation
Center (HEC) members. Instruction
is from 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. March
4 and 5 at the Rec. Center. Reserve
a spot at the Outdoor Programs
Office, (208)426-1946.
-what-the?-' --
Freaked out?
No kidding
Awoman in Cumbria, England, is
still breastfeeding her daughter, de-
spite the fact that she is eight years
old. The child sometimes asks to
be fed when they are in public, and
mom always accommodates her. "I
try to be discreet ... but people get
freaked out by it," she said.
I'll take half
an ounce
A woman called the police in
Fargo, N.D., and asked where she
could buy some marijuana. The dis-
patcher told her it is an illegal sub-
stance, but she was insistent. So the
dispatclrer said that there was some
at the police station, and she should
drop by. She did.
You again?
Aman in Bochum, Germany, fled
from a cab to beat the fare after the
driver took him to his destination.
The man waited for a while, then
called for another cab to take him
somewhere else. Much to his sur-
prise, the same driver came to pick
,himup.
Stalking? I wouldn't
calli! stalking
Acity councilman in Northglenn,
Colo., can't get used to the idea that
his former girlfriend has moved on.
After spotting her and her new beau
on the highway, he followed them,
honking his horn and flashing his
lights.
She called the cops.
Over the next three days, he sent
her 20 text messages, criticizing her
new relationship.
Then, he threw eggs at her new
boyfriend's car twice in two days
when he saw it parked in front ofher
house. When;arrested, he told po-
lice he was not stalking her.
I want you now!
, Now!
Police in North Yorkshire,
England, spotted a couple hav-
ing sex near Selby Abbey, and told
them to stop and be on their way.
However, the cops returned 'ISmin-
utes later to find that they were at it
again. Once more, they told them to
leave. Then,I5 minutes after that,
the police saw them doing it yet
again. This time, the cops arrested
them. "I couldn't wait until I got
home," the woman explained.
I'll take half an
ounce, please
A woman called the police in
Fargo, N.D., and asked Vl!hereshe
could buy some marijuana] The dis-
patcher tmd her it is an illegal sub-
stance, but she was insistent. So the
dispatcher said that there ~s some
at the police station, and stUrshould
drop by. She did. - '\ .'
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Protest [h-om page lJ
curily for the program in lieu of.the
recent protests around campus.
Three police officers patrolled
. the building, and there were no
reported altercations between the
two groups.
Earlier this week, an anonymous
group of students sent out a mass
e-mail protesting "The Vagina
Monologues." The e-mail advised
people not to attend due to the vul-
garity of the play.
Chalkings were also etched on
sidewalks throughout campus last
week.
Stoker said that although the
College Republicans don't take full
responsibility, they did contribute
to the chalkings,
"We had a part in the chalkings
and sent out e-mail invitations to
our friends," Stoker said. College
Republicans also sent invitations
to the Friday night protest.
Brandi Swindell, co-founder of
Generation Life,was a community
member contacted by the College
Republicans to participate in the
protest. Generation Life is a local
pro-life advocacy group.
Swindell said that the play is vul-
gar and obscene. and she said she
does not agree with the funding of
the Women's Center for the play.
"When 'public money is being used,
it's important to be involved," said
Swindell.
Swindell also referenced the va-
gina-shaped candies handed out
last year in promotion of the event.
She said she believes the Women's
Center does not represent the views
of all women on campus.
She said she doesn't see conser-
vative views being represented.
"The Women's Center is very
one-sided," Swindell said.
Student fees fund the Women's
Center and taxpayer dollars fund
Boise State as a public institution;
, however, Women's Center director
Wanda Viento said student fees al-
lowBoise State to have a center that
serves the needs ofmany people.
"This campus is fortunate to
have a place that supports wom-
en and helps in speaking out for
them," she said.
According to Viento, mon-
ey raised from "The Vagina
Monologues" is applied toward the
sexual assault/violence prevention'
'education fund, one area being the
rape hotline.
She said student fees that go to
the Women's Center don't go di-
rectly toward the annual presen-
tation of the play, but that they are
dispersed in many other ways.
Viento said "The Vagina
Monologues" sold out all three
shows.
Kappa Rho chapter
of Kappa Sigma:
apartments.
The choice a student makes is
based on many variables, and wiIl
ultimately reflect the kind of expe-
rience they wish to have.
Apartment complexes are popu-
lar choice for college students. The
closer to campus the apartment
is, the more it wiIl cost. For a two-
bedroom' apartment, the average
monthly rent is $600. The aver-
age for an apartment more than
10 miles away from BSU is about
$515per month. As the school year
comes to an end, many apartment
complexes offer move-in specials,
, such as waiving the application fee
or subtracting one months rent.
"1 don't have to do yard work
and I don't have to pay individual
, bills because it's all included in my
rent," said senior Renee Grimmer.
. "Free maintenance would be nice
ifwe got it."
With interest rates reaching all-
time lows during the past fewyears,
the housing market has become a
booming one. Traditional students
generalIy don't have enough of an
income to buy a house.
Instead, many students turn to
renting. As with apartments, the
closer to BSU,the more expensive it
PHIJ'llJ BY SEAN I'IIALI/l1lE ABIIITER
Ian Johnson, a sophmore in business/entrepreneurship at
Boise State, stands in front of his house. Johnson is one of
many students who choose to live off campus.
wiIl be, running an average of $900
for a three bedroom. Houses more
than 10 miles away from campus
average $745for a three bedroom.
Many students like the indepen-
dence they experience from liv-
ing in a house and taking care of it
themselves.
Senior Niky Dryden lived in
Towers Hall her freshman year,
and though she is grateful for the,
friends she made while living
there, she would never go back.
She is currently renting a house off
Broadway.
"I didn't have a good [resident
assistant] in the dorms, and the
rooms were so small and cramped,
I even got sick of my friends.
Sharing half a room was really
hard," she said. "You could never
get away. Apartments are bad be-
cause sometimes you have to deal
with your neighbors having sex
right next door. Ilike living in a
house because I can walk around
naked and I don't have to worry
about my neighbors."
• . PHIJ'llJ BY SEAN I'IlALIIlHE ABIIITER
From left: Zach Appleby, Eric Seargent, Russ O'Leary, Brian Lawatch, Cole Smith ara msm-
bers of Kappa Stqrna at Boise State.
BY EHIL.Y POITEVIN
News Writer
One of the frequently asked ques-
tions listed on Kappa Rho's Web
site iswhether or not the University
of Idaho Vandals wiIl ever win an-
other football game. The fraterni-
ty's answer?
"No,never."
Kappa Rho, the Boise State chap-
ter ofthe national fraternity Kappa
Sigma, is a fraternity that says they
love tradition and the rivalry be-
tween BSUand University ofidaho.
One well-known tradition hosted
by the organization is the BSUfight
song marathon.
For 24 straight hours before
the U of 1 football game, frater-
nity members gather on the quad
and sing the BSUfight song every
half hour.
"We have so many great tradi-
tions at Kappa Rho it's hard to
choose just one [favorite]," said
Chris Teeter, fraternity president.
"One of my favorites is our for-
mal dance each semester with the
Alpha Chi Omega sorority. This is
always a great time and gives the
new members from both organiza-
nons a chance to meet and get to'
know each other." • '
In addition to formal dane-
es'and singing before football
games, the fraternity also partici-
pates in alumni furictions includ-
ing softball games, poker nights
and tailgating.
The average member puts in be-
tween 5 and 7 hoursa week, and
pays $50 a month in dues that go'
towards monthly activities and the
lO-bedroom house open to all fra-
ternity members.
Community service is also an
integral part of being a member
of Kappa Rho. Last year, the club
put in nearly 4,000 hours, and they
are approaching the 3,000 hour
mark presently.
The organization has been rec-
ognized as one of the top chapters
of Kappa Sigma for the past two
years, and has also received two
community service awards from
the national association.
Kappa Rho was founded at BSU
in 1969 by members of the Inter-
collegiate Knights, another group
dedicated to tradition and service
on campus. The fraternity is cen-
tered on scholarship, leadership,
fellowship and service, ideals they
view as important to live by ev-
eryday. The national fraternity
was founded in 1869 by five stu-
dents enrolled at the University of
Virginia at Charlottesville.
Kappa Rho currently has 55
members. Fraternity member
Russell O'Leary said the organiza-
tion's membership is a diverse one; .
"We have guys that come from
families that pay for everything .
and guys that work for everything
they need to pay for. We have
computer geeks, guys that are re-
ally into sports, car enthusiasts,
Abercrombie models and every-
thing in between," he said. "We all
vary in our majors and in our in-
terests but we all share a common
moral and ethical thread."
Teeter also stresses how diverse
the membership is.
"Many people may not realize
how much room there is in a fra-
ternity for individual expression
and growth. AtKappa Rho we have
no interest in creating fifty of the
same guy," he said. "We have lots
of diversity of personality, race and
belief. The things that tie us to-
gether are friendship and the com-
mon goals oflearning and building
leadership experience."
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EDITOR: MarianaBBkbr
(culture@arbltsronllne.com)
Culture Columnist
Remember those days when
the grunge scene ruled and ev-
eryone was wearing baggy jeans
and Ilannel shirts in efforts to look'
as hip as all those cool Seattle
kids making teen angst music?
Well, that's all gone now, and peo-
ple shower daily and only bring
out the Ilannel for...well, never.
The latest craze in music and fash-
ion is the emo scene. It's not un-
common for fashion trends to re-
Ilect the style .of music a person
listens to - and emo is no exception.
One of the trends is guys wearing
girl jeans. This not only rellects
that they are so emo, but is also
characteristic of the current fash-
ion scene.
Take a stroll through the mall or
stop by the local teen hangout and
you will not be able to miss it: Boys
are wearing girls' jeans. They're
wearing them every day, every-
where and for every reason.
Guys have begun to shop in the
juniors department for jeans, buy-
ing the tightest pants they can find.
And no they aren't gay, they're
emo.
The emo fashion is very distinct,
just like grunge was. You know the
look: you've got the black hair over
one eye, the white belt, the converse
shoes, and the girl pants. It's all the
rageandit'sallinlluencedfromemo.
So what the heck is emo anyway?
Well, for those of you who have
been living under a rock for the
past year or so, emo is a broad title
that covers a lot of emotionally-
charged punk rock. It started in
the 1980s but didn't really blossom
into mainstream until recently.
Walking around campus, it's easy
to spot the emo guys. They're the
ones wearing a super tight hoodie
and the staple item ofgirl jeans.
Girls' jeans fit tight around the
waist, ride low and are tight to
about the knee. But they get big-
ger as they get to the shoe and
Ilare out. Artists like Lenny Kravitz
and Ryan Adams have made the
tight jeans trend popular, but
it's the emo bands that shifted
Into the whole girl pants realm.
And apparently girl-pant wear-
ing guys rave about how comfy girl
jeans are asopposed to men's jeans.
Being a female and therefore hav-
ing the opportunity to wear girl
pants everyday, 1am not really sure
I agree. Imean, tight-fitting jeans
kinda squeeze everything, and den-
im is not the softest fabric out there.
Plus the crotch area In women's
pants don't have the "maneuver-
'Ing room" that normal men's pants
do. Unless you're very unfortunate,
it is beyond me how something, es-
pecially something so important to
guys, can fit in that space.
But, If the emo guys like it, then
that's their own deal. But yqu know
one thing; they aren't wearing.
boxers under those jeans; 'There
is just no way skintight girl pants
leave . any room .for loose box-
er shorts. There would be Way
too much, friction and 'constant
readjusting. It'sdghty-whlties all .
the way.
So if you're a guy and wearing
girl pants Is whatgetsyourjol-
lies off, then go forit.BUta word .of
caution: don't '.tell·,your, girlfriend
.ymrtwo Clln\shareJe.ans~~lIuse
"YOU' wear a)mallef' s~:thIu1she
':does.The:claWl~~~~e .¥tttlrid
you will ;en~Jijfjiot:.eed'b!8 ~that
.,'r~~~~~~:.","".,.,U':......
EDITOR'S PICK: NEWVI
GAME RELEASE
World Soccer
Winning'E1even 9
For: Xbox and PIaystation Z
The best soccer video game in
the world isn't the best-selling
soccer game in America, but that
could soon change because finally
"World Soccer Winning Eleven 9"
has brought its act online. The cyni-
cal rundown of "WE9"is that its last
year's game with better presenta-
tion, some new teams, animations
and" formations and a feature that
garners in other regions already
had.
"WE9's" brilliance lies in its
complete mastery of the game of
soccer. It's arguably the best emula-
tion of its respective sport in all of
game-dom: wonderfully intuitive
and easy to pick up and play, but
mind-bogglingly deep.
CELEBRITY NEWS:
Aussie stars to make an epic
Fellow Aussie titans Russell
Growe and Nicole Kidman, who
. were slated to star in the now-de-
funct "Eucalyptus," will finally en-
gage each other in a thespian pas
de. deux in a yet-to-be-titled film
helmed by fellow countryman and
cinematic giant Baz Luhrmann,
whose prodigious baton inspired
Kidman's lovely turn in "Moulin
Rouge."
Luhrmann 's work will be a film
of epic proportions, a sweeping
"Lawrence of Arabia" -esque his-
torical saga that will reveal the very
essence ofAustralia. '
"We have some of the most ex-
traordinary landscape on the planet
and we want to get two of the most
extraordinary actors in the world
and put them ... in that landscape,"
Luhrmann hyperbolized to Aussie
paper The Australian.
Production begins in August.
BY APRIL RUMORE
Culture Writer
There was a story of a grieving hopeful mother who repeatedly visit-
ed the local Germany morgue to look for her young daughter who never
came home from school over three years ago.
The topics of the short films were very dark and thought provoklng. But
there was also a light side to the festival. Asa pieceofbread bookends the
meats, cheese, and condiments of a sandwich, this years' Luna fest com-
parably started and finished with an animated short film.
.Fresh and bluntly, cartooned seniorized folk openly spoke about their
ravishing sex lives. Just because time, age and wrinkles were added to
their lives' resume, their vivacious sex drive of "back in the day" was still
alive and thrivin' in high gear! Coincidentally, the sex keeps these wild
grandmommies and granddaddios feelin' young and giddy as ever!
In closing, there is the story of a meek menopausal peaking lady .The
film goes through a series of an animated orchestra of events. Itwas a sa-
tirical cartoon portrayal of the daily life. Hot flashes, anxiety and frustra-
tion episodes snuck in repeatedly. Adorned by Helga Horns and her fire
flaming body had the audience chuckling at quite a roar.
The afternoon was no short of an exquisite and informative entertain-
ment. Not one seat was empty in the theater full of the intrigued audi-
ence members. With the low testosterone level and high quantity ofpow-
erful women, it was one heck ofa fun-filled female film frenzy.
Awhole lot of passionate women, ladies, gals and mademoiselles with
two brave men and one carefree "dude" attended the national film festi-
val ofLuna fest at the local Flicks theater this last Saturday afternoon. All
proceeds gladly went straight to the Breast Cancer Fund. Tears, giggles
and sighs were appropriately sprinkled throughout the engaged crowd
as the 10short films were presented.
The films were "made by, for and about women." There were documen-
taries, stories, and animated synopses. With each film being only about
10 to 15minutes long, if one film didn't suit your fancy, a new one would
be starting just around the corner.
There was a story about a young college student returning home and
trying to rekindle the fragile relationship with her hardcore Indian heri-
tage mother.
There was a story about this single military mom living with her two
kids from different fathers who needed to find child care due to the for-
bidden call of being deployed to Baghdad.
There was a story about the traumatizing and incomprehensible oc-
currence of genital mutilation on young girls.
HEALTH AND BEAUTY TIP:
Quit smoking and
reap the reward
When smokers quit, what are the
benefits over time?Twenty minutes
after quitting: Blood pressure drops
to a level close to what it was before
the last cigarette. The temperature
of hands and feet increases to nor-
mal.
Eight hours after quitting: Carbon
monoxide level in the blood drops
tonormaI.
Twenty-four hours after quitting:
Chance of a heart attack decreases.
Twoweeks to three. months after
quitting: Circulation improves, and BY AM B ER F UGER w i c h , splendid.
lung function Increases as much as Culture Writer she tan- The
30 percent. As the semester intensifies, lei- t a liz e d ha r des t
One to nine months after quit- surely time seems to dissipate. A my pal- part of
ting: Coughing, sinus congestion, lazy morning spent munching on ate even this reci-
fatigue, and shortness of. breath a delicious breakfast and sipping more by pe is cut-
decrease as the cilia (tiny hairlike rich smooth coffee lingers in the rna kin g ting the
structures that move mucus out of back of my mind, a mere mem- c inn a - b rea d .
thelungs) regain normal function. ory.Giada De Laurnetiis' sweet mon -and M a k e
. One year after quitting: The risk buttered toast helped make that s u gar sur e
of coronary heart disease is half memory a reality and in under an toast with PHOTO BYAMBER FllGEIVlIlE ABBITEB to use
that of a smoker's. hour. Laurentiis, host of "Everyday ciabbatta a good
Five to 15 years after quitting: Italian" on the Food Network, can bread. bread knife with a serrated blade.
Stroke risk is reduced to that of a spend an entire day in the kitchen As a kid, cinnamon and sugar . Slice the bread and stack on a cut-
non-smoker. creating decadent dishes; or she toast was a Sunday treat. I never ting board-next to the stove. Ifyou
Ten years after quitting: Lung can make three odour items in gOIlOdevour this sweet pastry any have a flat grill great, but.if you
cancer death rate is about half that less than an hour. other day of the week.' Back then, have a George Foreman or other
ofa smllker's. Risk of cancer of the During a lapse in my chaotic we used plain old sandwich bread. grill pan use it instead. I used a
mouth; throat, esophagus, bladder" scheduleduetoaheadcold,Ifound Now, good bread has become a regular frying pan and itworked
.kldney, andpancreas decreases. myself curled up on the i:ouchsip~' necessity in life and ciabbatta is great.
.Fiftee~yearsafter quitting: The pingtetiiand mesmerized Qy some a favorite for all its multipurpose In asmallbowl,mix together Ingi-edi~nts:
rlsk of coronary heart diseaseis delicious' looking sa,Qdwil;hes:functions. Whether making a tur- about a1kcup of sugar and how- " Loafofdabbatta bread
thatofanon~Sml»ker's;: ..' ..• ;~en~was,assemb,llng:Mtei ,ke},"pestosandwich, hoUlemade ,eyer mUCl1dnnamonyou like; '.~cupilU~. • • .
.• . ' ....•.......••,.•. ' ........, c'••.' " , '. ".'" .'," '-. ' ~lfV1lting·overgriUedvegetable croutons, garlic bread, or' sweet' '.Stiralld set by. the bre.ad. Heat up) 2tbspdnnarnon
,.~fiOmKnightJ?idder .'.f .• sanlbviches, meatball subs,a~d an blittereatoast,clabbatta's crunchy ...: your Pllnand m,eltabout two~a-"(peisorial preference)
<. 7tibunewlre$enJll:es . " ,·Italian ~rsion of apoor blly,sand· :outerla~r an,l!,softalrymiiJdle~, biespoons,of butter. Adda couple. 2:3 tbsp bu~er . . .
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Recipe Dfthe Week: Sweet Buttered CinnamDn Toast
slices of bread, evenly coat with
the melted butter and then sprin-
kle sugar mix on one side, flip
and cook until the sugar and cin-
namon are caramelized. Grill the
other side until golden brown and
set on a plate. To keep the bread
warm Iturned the oven on warm
and placed my bread on a plate in
the oven. Repeat these steps for
the remaining slices. When done,
cut each slice in half and serve
with.coffee or tea.
.Laurnetlls' recipe took a matter
of minutes to prepare only 20 to
cook. It is easy, delicious and af-
fordable - an equation any college
student can relate to.
GUys wearing girls
pants - that's so erno
BY MARIANA BEKKER
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Vista Pawn offers cheap entertainment
BY LINDSEY PARKER
Culture Writer
It's Saturday morning and there's
nothing to do. Buying new 'CDs
or DVDs usually makes the week-
end entertaining, but being a col-
lege student, there's a tight budget.
Where can an almost flat broke
college student go to save money,
and be entertained? Go to 514Vista
Avenue and check out Vista Pawn,
Vista Pawn is open Mondays
through Saturdays 9:00 a.m, to 9:00
p.m. and Sundays 11:00 a.m, to 5:00
p.m.
Vista Pawn is home to thousands
of used CDs, DVDs, videos, and
Vista Pawn Shop, located on
514 Vista Avenue, offers a
multitude of items ranging
from CDsand DVDs to rlfles
and guitars, all at inexpen-
sive prices.
games. (Not to mention the tools,
electronics, athletic' equipment,
[ackets.i.musical instruments, and
other items located there.) The
pawnshop sells used CDs for an un-
believable price only $3.00 per CD.
The variety is huge and new CDs
come in almost everyday. Anything
from "American Pie 2" soundtrack,
to Pearl Jam, Beach Boys, Reuben
Studdard and Papa Roach.
A word of caution to anyone
who's never experienced the thrill
of purchasing a used CD from a
pawn shop; check the underside
for scratches or defects before buy-
ing it. This particular pawnshop
An afternoon spent
on Rodeo Drive:
Why my first marriage won't be for love
BY HADLEY RUSH
Culture Writer
spent last weekend in
Hollywood. Aside from being a
student at BSU, I have a part-time,
freelance modeling business which
I operate through my Web site. The
most recent of my bookings led me
to the Malibu/Beverly Hills area for
a short, whirl-wind 24 hours.
In this time period (I have phe-
nomenal time-management skills)
I went to four swanky Hollywood
bars, stayed at the Hollywood
Standard Hotel, got drunk, became
sober, did a two hour photo shoot in
Malibu, and spent an afternoon on
Rodeo Drive before flying back into
hum-drum Idaho.
lt was on Rodeo Drive that Lhad
a revelation of sorts. Meandering
from store to store (and I'm not
talking American Eagle to Ten Wear
Hair, my friends) and attempting to
pay as little heed as possible to the
blossoming blisters inside my me-
tallic pumps, I decided something.
With a quivering lip and a platinum
Visa expelled from my wallet in the
Louis Vuitton boutique, I thought
although I'm an independentwom-
an and all, how much I'd much
prefer to be someone's pet. To be
kept. To have a "daddy" concocted
of sugar.
As I was "shopping" (which was
really more Wishing I could afford
to do the aforementioned) I no-
ticed nearly every woman (clad in
a chunky three carat diamond, of
course) had herman with her, and
here's the kicker: Not only were the
men shopping with these women,
they were helping them tryon the
latest Dior, picking out shoes in
Chanel, carrying their old Louis
Vuitton handbags while they tried
on this season's, and footing the
bill.
If this is how the typical
Hollywood wife lives, not only
am I living in the wrong state,
but my intentions to. marry solely
for love, are a bit askew. I mean, can
this youthful, petite Asian beauty,
who's trying on a swanky Valentino
gown really love the aged, obese,
wolverine-of-a-man, who's car-
rying her shopping bags and
eww-ing and ahh-ing at her tiny
frame drenched in vibrant silk?
And does he love her, or does
having her on his arm simply make
it look less hairy?
With Valentine's
" If this is
how the typical
Hollywood wife
lives, not only am I
living in the wrong
state, but my
intentions to marry
solely for love
are a bit askew. "
memory, and being freshly dumped
after a trying three-year relation-
ship, I was forced to seriously con-
sider the implications and possibil-
ities of someday entering a relation-
ship like the one mentioned above.
I've decided to say "to Hell with
love" and begin my quest for a dis-
gustingly aged man in a disgust-
ingly svelte Porsche. If three years
of unending, unblemished, unwav-
ering love isn't the answer, it's clear
I need to go about this in another
fashion-a, designer, chic, couture, -
higher-fashion.
doesn't offer a return policy on mer-
chandise, but will buy back items if
customers aren't happy with them.
Virgil Allbery a pawnbroker for
Vista Pawn says, "We get new stock
everyday, and we sell our CDs and
DVD's far. cheaper than pretty
much anywhere else. If you want
new stuff, come in before 11:00 a.m.
to get the best selection."
Virgil says of his game systems,
'We deal with every type of game
system ever made, from Atari to
PSP games. If someone brings an
original Pong game, we'll buy it."
Prices for merchandise are as fol-
lows, unless otherwise marked:
CDs are $3.00 each, DVD's are
$5.00 each, and VHS are $2.00 each.
Where to begin'? Let's start in the _
DVD section because they're the
best technology available to the
public as of now.
Among the thousands of DVD ti-
tles are "Cabin Fever," "Thelma and
Louise," "Open Water," "America's
Sweethearts," "Bless the Child," and
entire seasons of "Friends," "The
'i . Simpsnns," and "The Apprentice."
All of the above DVD's are $5.00
each, excluding the seasons 'of
"Friends,"
"The Simpsons," _and "The
Apprentice." These DVDs are
$15.00 and up. All of the
DVDs sold at Vista Pawn are
checked for defects, and cleaned
at the shop, so they're like new and
only about one-third the cost of a
brand new DVD.
The selection ofVHS is even big-
ger than the DVD selection and
includes: "Ghost," "Men in Black,"
Austin Powers," "Hannibal,"
"You've Got Mail," "The Nutty
Professor," "Indecent Proposal,"
and the list goes on.
There are also many kid-appro-
prlate movies such as: "Babe," "101
Dalmatians," "The Jungle Book,"
"Mousehunt," "The Parent Trap,"
and "Plubber,"
The selection of video games
in Vista Pawn Is impressive and
ranges from Atari games, to XBOX
games. Both Xbox and Play station
2 games are $10.00 each. XBOX
games include "NCAA Football
2005," "Call of Duty Finest Hour,"
"EA Sports NBA LIVE," "HALO
Combat Evolved,' among othets
Playstation 2 games include,
"Tony Hawk Proskater 4," "ATV
OffRoad Fury," "Splinter Cell,"
"ESPN Football" and many more.
So whether you want to spend the
weekend in front of the TV watch-
ing movies or playing games, you
have a plethora of cheap options at
Vista Pawn.
It's a media lover's dream
come true.
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hij 'Zero-Star
BY DUSTIN L.APRAY
Arbiter Staff
This is the page worn spout, or
another derivative.
The play Anselm Berrigan read
to a crowd of 50 Boise State poetry
writers and fans in the SUB'sBishop
Barnwell Room Priday begins his
collection, "Zero Star Hotel," That
page torn out showed the universe
lying on a yellow bed sheet decorat-
ed with cows; it then yawned.
Youmay think ofpoets in the sun,
bathing in nature's delight, but this
New York poet spent time in Paris
at the cheapest hotel in town. When
asked what number of stars the ho-
tel had, a concierge at said hotel
told the tourists, "This is a zero star
hotel."
Berrigan stole.the line.
"I had affection for it," Berrigan
said. "It was a total dump. It stunk.
Itwas a sweet place. It reminded me
ofthe place I grew up in."
Berrigan admitted to the theft
of many lines from his collection
(many from his brother), but his
voice and. interpretations of those
life experiences bleed into his po-
etry like newsprint in a puddle,
Berrigan is the son and stepson
of poets, but he didn't start writ-
ing until he was 19, in college, at
Buffalo University.
"After 1 left horne, I had no idea
what I was going to do," Berrigan
said in the question and answer
period following his reading. "I
was an English major by default be-
cause the only thing I really liked to
do was read."
Berrigan was a journalist at the
student paper, writing for news,
then doing album and movie re-
views before finding his passion.
"When I started breaking lines,
I knew," Berrigan said. "I walked
into a bizarre world. 1figured out I
was more interested in writing lines
than sentences."
Hence we have a modern poet,
not necessarily blazing new paths
or trudging through worn roads,
but traversing his own path and al-
lowing the world to tag along, a self-
admitied language poet trapped in
a confessional poet's body.
In respect to his mode, I trans-
gressand steal hisIines ...
'Confessional poem, I watched
them do it...Different variations of
taking offyour pants ...It's a pleasure
to see him seeing his future ...Who
in New York ever says marvelous,
terrific or gorgeous? ..This poem is
a head trip, Eddie said 'Puck 'em' ...I
don't know what 1say, you'll never
be yourself again anyway ...Nobody
seems together on my ride, allow
the luxury of a costume. Oh I see a
darknessl. ..Sitting on a pile of con-
crete slabs 1can see Manhattan on
the sky...If I can make it, it's not
art (stolen from Rudy Giuliani) ...It
takes a dick to raise a pyramid ...
Hello grief terrible to see you again.
Do you have anything new to say? ..
I used to think I'd be good at either
being a groupie or a therapist. As a
poet with a lower-case p I get to be
both ...Character is really just an-
other word for image ...t11 gladly
give you all my nothing ....Every
poetry group is going to have its
number of freaks, they counter the
ambitious ...Nobody comes over or
leaves anymore ...Why do you sing
to me like 1am you, my lonely dead
singer?..If I'm blank you can write
what youwant on me. It's you Iwrite
for and you I don't trust"
_J:}
• PHIITO BY AueE SCULLY rrHE ARBITER
Poet Anselm Berrigan read his work to an audience of about 50 people Friday night in the
SUB's Bishop Barnwell Room. Berrigan, a New Yorker, autographed books after speaking.
Berrigan wrote the middle sec-
tion of "Zero Star Hotel" in Paris
as his stepfather was dying, after
typing the words "one" and "zero"
in erratic patterns (a friend of his
typed the 1's and D's, he used the
words). What emerged was a col-
.lection of poems that have little ties
to conscious thought.
"It was a completely insane thing
to do," Berrigan said. "It took forev-
er. I'd do a page and my mind was
completely empty, then I'd start
writing. There was no pre-thought
going into it. I wanted everything
else to be in there too, so itwould be
an open slate."
The first section of the book is
mostly his favorite poems not yet
printed. The final section is one
long poem, "Zero Star Hotel" which
he read segments of.
The pages in the final poem con-
tain six stanzas apiece, three down
and two across, but Berrigan read
them in no particular order. In
some places, he actually' stopped
mid-stanza and skipped ahead. He
said that he never intended them to
be read in a certain way, just that
they be read and if the reader fig-
ured it out along the way, then that
was a good thing.
"I was dealing with the fact that
I didn't want to sink into the emo-
tions," Berrigan said. "I wanted to
keep a foot in the real world. They're
discrete pieces on the pages. I don't
really care if it spells itself out. ..If
you don't know where you are in the
middle of it, you're exactly where
you need to be."
Breakfast is
still sweet
at Tiffany's
BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Culture Writer
It's been 45 years since' that early
morning when Audrey Hepburn
stepped out of a cab onto a desert-
ed New YorkCity sidewalk and ate
breakfast in front of Tiffany and
Co. In 1961,Hepburn first graced
movie audiences with perhaps her
most famous role ever in "Breakfast
at Tiffany's."
Co-starring George Peppard
("How the WestWasWon," "The A-
Team"), Buddy Ebsen ("The Beverly
Hillbillies"), Patricia Neal ("The
Day the EarthSlood Still") and
Mickey Rooney ("National Velvet",
"Babes in Arms"}, the film has re-
mained a favorite not only for its
high status in the chick flick genre,
but also for its study on love and
relationships. To celebrate this be-
loved classic, a special anniversary
edition of the film has just been re-
leased on DVD.
Based on Truman Capote's
best-selling novella, "Breakfast
at Tiffany's" is about a quirky
Manhattan playgirl named Holly
Golightly (Hepburn) who believes
that marrying a rich man is bet-
ter than love any day. However,
Holly's plans for herself are chal-
lenged when handsome writer Paul
Varjack (Peppard) moves into her
apartment building.
The two are instantly
attracted to each oth-
er, but Holly is resis-
tant to Paul's obvious
affection for her and
goes offin pursuit of
several shallow mil-
lionaires.
. Besides Holly's de-
nial of her feelings
for Paul, several other factors keep
the two apart. Holly's mysterious
past is revealed when her ex-hus-
band (Ebsen) unexpectantly comes
to New York and pressures her to
corne back to him. Meanwhile,
Paul's writing career depends upon
his loyalty to his wealthy sponsor,
(Neal).
Although it isn't rocket science to
figure out who Holly ends up with
in the end, the tension and chem-
istry shared between Hepburn and
Peppard as each of their charac-
ters struggle to find happiness is
enchanting. The ending is done in
true Hollywood fashion with a fa-
mous kiss in the rain.
Ifthe plot seems cliche to you non-
romantics, "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
is still worth a watch. Most famous
for her slinky black dress and over-
sized sunglasses, Hepburn's beauti-
fully designed costumes in the film
set new trends for1960s fashion.
\ '\; .'\ : \ 1 l~.'~ \ 1~ \ : l i J 1 I t ~ -,
Also, Mickey Rooney gives a de-
lightful and comedic performance
as the irritable superintendent Mr.
Yunioshi. Finally, an unexpected
subplot involves Holly and Paul in a
narcotics scandal.
The film won two Oscars in
1962: one for the score composed
by Henry Mancini and the other
for the classic theme song "Moon
River" written by Mancini and lyri-
cist Johnny Mercer. Hepburn also
received a nomination in the Best
Actress category, along with two ad-
ditional nominations for the film in
the Art and Set Direction and Best
Adapted Screenplay categories.
The. anniversary DVD of
"Breakfast at Tiffany's" contains
an abundance of special features
including a commentary by pro-
ducer Richard Shepherd, behind
the scenes featurettes, and the orig-
inal theatrical trailer. Ifyou haven't
seen this landmark film yet, now's
the perfect opportunity. -
The world's biggest
party is about to begin
. BY DANIEL. KEDISH
Culture Writer
and masks. Throughout the activi-
ties, people exchange gifts such as
beads and tokens while.eating'tra-
Jaw-dropping nudity, colors ditional dishes and drinking fes-
.of purple, green and gold .blind tive beverages. Many people go all
eyes, freshly blended .alcoholic out to get gifts by flashing breasts
beverages Invade thesenses and and using other drastic displays to
as themusicrroars while the' end-' gain the attention ofthe gift givers,
less numbers 'of-people get their known as krewes [masked party
"groove" on, a person can only ex- officials),
pect one thing: It's Mardi Gras. Besides the large varieties of
Feb. 28 marks the' day people. shows and floats, the food and
across the globe toss their morals beverages make Mardi Gras an-
to the wind with endless entertain- other highly anticipated day.
ment, food and drinks. The annual Conventional dishes include lots
festivities of Mardi Gras are un- of seafood, especially shrimp, crab
derway and even Boise appears to and fish.
be joining in on the fun with a Fat _ The most notable trends in the
Tuesday celebration many Boise kitchen for Mardi Gras are Cajun
Students won't be able to resist. cooking and making large pots
According to nola.com, a Web of gumbo. These southern dishes
site about New Orleans, Mardi reign supreme on the menu for Fat
Gras began around 1699 in the Tuesday.
United States with the early influ- In order to wash all the food
ence of the French Catholics. The down, partygoers take back end-
celebration, otherwise known' as less glasses of Mint Juleps and
Carnival, begins on Jan. 6 (twelfth Bloody Mary mixes while al-
night) and lasts until the Tuesday ways keeping the beer chilled
before Ash Wednesday, the start- and on tap.
ing of Lent. Although the Mardi Gras tradi-
This day is called Fat Tuesday, tion comes out of New Orleans,
the English translation of the which expects to throw the biggest
French phrase Mardi Gras, which party yet in the wake of Hurricane
comes from the tradition of Katrina, Boise plans on creating its
slaughtering and feasting on a fat- own Bourbon Street. The city will
tened calf. block main street between sixth
The celebration includes numer- and capital to make space for peo-.
ous parades, balls, and events with pie, including BSU students legal
participants dressed in costumes to drink, who want a taste of the
Is YOUR
BIRTH CONTROL
PROVIDING '
THE BESTPROTECTION?~
south.
Helping make the downtown
area more like the French Quarter,
clubs and bars, such as the BigEasy,
Hannah's, and Shakers plan on
.providing themed entertainment
and large quantities of liquor and
food. The event even has a motto,
according to the Idaho Statesman:
"Beers and Breastesses."
, Other activities in the Boise area
include The First Annual Mardi
Gras Party to Support Valley Crisis
Center, which begins at 8 p.m. un-
til 12a.m, at the Hispanic Cultural
Center of.Idaho. Proceeds go to
support domestic violence pro.
grams and services.
If .finding entertainment be-
comes difficult for those individu-
als looking to join in on the festivi-
ties, there are many ways people
can throw their own Mardi Gras
party,
With the endless supplies of
beads and other merchandise at
dollar stores and discount stores,
the possibilities are endless. For
help on throwing a party, the Web
site: mardigras.neworleans.coml
party.shtml provides a list of what
a person needs for a successful
event.
With parties galore, authentic
southern dishes, and beverages
bursting with Louisiana pride,
Mardi Gras is coming and whether
people know it or not, it's time to
get those beads out. .
If you are a 18-40 years of age and a sexually active
female, you may be eligible to participate in a clinical
research study of an investigational Birth Control
medication. Participants will receive study medication,
study related exams and compensation up to -$250 for
time and travel.
Call Man-Fri.
for more information
208.a77.7930
6565 West Emerald
Boise.ID
. ,,-----~.
Rus UA Itt: H. .
www.tadiantresearch.com
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Death threat against Sen. Stoker is gutless
BY ARBITER EDITORIAL. BOARD
"Brandon Stoker needs to be shot ,"
"Yeah, and bill his family for the bullet!!!"
-Anonymously written in BSUAlbertson's Library
These words were a message of hate aimed at the
Associated Students of Boise State University Senator
and former Arbiter Opinion Writer Brandon Stoker.
Countless students have read the phrases.
This juvenile graffiti stands as a mural of hate and
must be taken seriously. We do not find the message
funny. Instead, we view the author(s) of such hate
speech as nothing more than bigoted cowards.
Unfortunately this is another black eye forBSU,which
has a recent and ugly history of desperate and pathetic
people resorting to death threats aiming to scare and
silence individuals with whom they disagree.
Last year it was a death threat in the form of a letter
denouncing an openly gay ASBSUpresidential candi-
date and Arbiter employee. Now history is repeating it-
self, yet this time a death threat is leveled against a stu-
dent leader Widelyknown for his conservative beliefs.
Howcan Boise State rise into the upper echelon of in-
stitutions of higher learning when we, its community,
continuously degrade one another for owning firm be-
liefs?
In an environment where free speech and critical
thinking should be praised and encouraged, no indi-
vidual should have their life threatened for exercising
his or her right to self-expression.
Regardless of which ideology we may embrace, as
students of Boise State it is both our right and our re-
sponsibilityto send a clear message to those who would
use fear and coercion to shut down the free exchange
of ideas. Such exchanges are the foundation of institu-
tions of higher learning and are a necessary moment of
student life. In essence, we are here to listen and decide
for ourselves.
Asmembers of this free state, we are privileged with
the freedom of speech. We are allowed to petition, to
protest and to disagree. But, we are only allowed said
rights if the expression of our ideas and. actions does,
not infringe upon the rights of others.
Let it be known to all individuals and groups that
Boise State is not a hateful institution. Threats and hate
speech will not be tolerated here.
These hateful statements remained as scars on the
walls of that stall for weeks, despite repeated requests
r'··"··'·;
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from Stoker himself asking for their removal.
We respectfully ask students and community mem-
bers to support each.other's opinton andvoice and to
expand their own political dialogues to include those
whose opinions may differ.
- The Arbiter Editorial Board 'consists of the News
Editor, the Assistant News Editor, the Assistant Sports
Editor, the Opinion Editor, and the Editor In Chief.
Make yo' della's holla
BY BRANDON NOLTA
Opinion Writer
Usually, we columnistshave to come with crapon our own, but occa-
sionally we take requests. This
piece you're reading is one such ex-
ample; my intrepid editor e-mailed
me and asked me if I'd write up a
little something on the Associated
Students of Boise State University
debates The Arbiter is sponsoring.
He didn't ask me to take a position
or cheer for one stance over anoth-
er, which may have been a mistake.
Very simply put, the various bod-
ies and committees that make up
ASBSUhave one real purpose: to
serve the interests of the students.
It's in their mission statement, and
it's what makes up their working
days. This mayseem abstracttoyou,
you shining examples of erudition
and impeccable character but what
it amounts to in the nitty-gritty is
ASBSUis responsible for setting up
the services and programs so many
of you enjoy ... and indirectly, allo-
cating portions of student funds to
those activities their constituents
want most.
Hey, wait a
say "student
skippy I did.
minute. Did he
funds?" Damn
Basically, that portion of funds
that is left over after administrative
costs, daily overhead, operating
budgets and whatever else makes
BSUrun falls into ASBSU
hands. They're
spending your
money.
Moreover,
they're
spend-
ing it on
what they
deem im-
portant,
and what
they deem
important
is what their
constituents
tell them is im-
portant.
When I say "constitu-
ents," I mean you, me, The Arbiter
editorial staff, that hottie three
rows down from you in speech class
and everybody else who attends
Boise State. That seems kind of im-
portant.
Since they're spending your
money, it seems like it would be-
hoove a person to find out what
they're spending it on, why they're
spending it on that instead of the
advanced aerial arc-welding club
you want to start at Boise State and
how your pet activity or club might
get some cash money.
Clubs, political organizations,
social groups: you name
it,ASBSUwill be in-
volved. They're
really the pulse
of about ev-
erything
Bronco,
w hie h
isn't inside
a class-
roo m .
Look at
it that
way, and. it
sounds pretty
damn impor-
tant, doesn't it?
If, however, you feel
this stance is too passive,
cynical or just downright wrong,
then step up. Keep your eyes on
The Arbiter for details about the
upcoming debates; go see the dis-
course live:
Take part, be heard and feel
free to write to questions you
want the candidates to answer
at the upcoming debates. Send
your questions to The Arbiter to at
letters@arbiteronline.comDon'tbe
shy,we won't tell who's asking.
.,,".,--,.T
PHOTO COURTESY BRANOON STO~EB
The death threat made against ASBSUSen. Brandon Stoker remained in an Albertson's
Library men's bathroom for at least sixweeks. As ofpress time!tha hate speechwas removed.
Running out of places to it?
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Broncos slip early, lose on senior day[THIS WEEK IN
SPORTS] easy shots inside the paint and
defense that seemed to rattle the
youngerBoise State team.
"Wehad trouble defending and
got shell-shocked by it, didn't bat-
tle back in the first half," Presnell
said.
Down as much a 22, with less
than eight minutes left in the
game, the Broncos began to
mount a small comeback. Despite
having both leading scorers
shooting a combined3-18 (Jessica
Thompson, I-for-l0 shooting', 2
points and Jackie Lee, 2-for-8, 8
Presnell also pointed out the
talent level of Fresno State.
"1 think they are the most tal-
ented team in our league-more
talented than La Tech," Presnell
said.
Fresno State took a 43-25 lead
into the half, despite an 8-0 run
from the Broncos to end the half.
"I. think we hroke a little bit
mentally, and they got to us and
got us rattled," Presnell said.
The Broncos were able to ex-
tend the run to 13-0, coming out
ofthe halfto cut the lead to 13. But
Fresno State was able to take con-
trol of the flow of the game with
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
coach Gordy Presnell said.
The Bulldogs (20-6, 12-2WAC)
were led byAmy Parrish, a former
Oregon standout, who transferred
to Fresno State. Parrish finished
with a game and season-high 24
points.
"She sealed us and got some
easy buckets," Presnell said.
Fresno State went on two huge
scoring runs, againsttheBroncos,
in the first half. A15-0run capped-
off the early start for the Bulldogs,
-and another 14-0run gave Fresno
State the largest lead ofthe game
at 37-11with 5:331elt to play in the
first half. .
Men's hoops
Monday
BSU @Fresno State,8:05
p.m.
Saturday
Idaho @BSU, 2 p.rn,
The Boise State women's bas-
ketball team fell into a hole early
in the game, Sunday afternoon,
which the Broncos were never
able to climb out of.
Down 18-2 with more than 12
minutes to play in the first half,
Boise State (14-13,6-9 WAC)were
never within 10points for the rest
of the game, faIling to Fresno State
65-55 at Taco BellArena.
"We came out, and I think, got
on our heels by their athletism
and their length," BoiseState head
Women's hoops
Friday
BSU @ Idaho, 7 p.m, (PST)
\IJomen's golf
Monday-Tuesday
Fresno State Invitational
See WHoops I~age 101
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Sports Columnist
Gymnastics
Friday
Sac State @ BSU, 7 p.m,
When the weekends,we sports nuts
blossom, bloom and burst. Weare on
the precipice ofMarch Madness.
I watched the biathlon, my favorite
winter Olympicsport, Saturday,and it
dumped three feet of snow in Torino,
Italy.
In normal years I wouldn't give a
hoot if it snowed three feet in Torino,
but this is an Olympic year, and the
snowruined the slalomSaturday.The
groomers couldn't handle the bulk,
and when they brushed it away, all
you gotwere icyremembrances oflast
week'schills.
The biathlon looked like a true
blizzard, and the poet in me called
it beautiful. I watched curling, Go
Canada! That's alii have to say about
that. Although, if I could participate
in awinter sport, curlingwould be my
thing, since Iam a shuffleboard stud.
And I like shooting guns, so maybe
the biathlon is forme.
But you probably aren't biathlon
fans are ya? Maybe you like figure
skating. Iwon't lie,Iwatch figure skat-
ing, although it diminishes my mas-
culinity. I could not believe Sasha fell!
Howsad. ButJapan gets gold and that
routine was flawless, beautiful, regal
even.
Sowhy are the Americans sucking
at the winter games?Arewe no longer
the powerhouse of athletes we have
bragged to be for so many decades?
Arethe Germans better than us proud
Americans?
Yeah. But that's cool, cuz we need
the competition. Iam sick of seeing
the United States with 56 gold med-
als and the country in second has 12.
Where is the fun in that?
I sat on a couch Saturday night dis-
cussing the complexities of college
sports and Olympic genres with a
beauty named Gabi, and she begged
me not mention her knees, though I
thought they were beautiful. She told
me Ishouldwrite about the definitions
ofsport. Shesaid that any competition
in which a judge determines the win-
ner was not truly a sport. I have flimsy
lines determining my sports defini-
tions and I readily accept anything
that involvessure athletic movement,
although I think that motorsports do
notbelong in the group.
She said that figure skating
didn't cut it in her book. I said it
worked in mine, because I have
ice skated, and it is not a joke.
I thought about preparing you for the
Madness to come, but receded and
chosetoblabberabout theseOlympics.
I saw that the U.S.men and women
were out of the hockey tourney. Our
male skiersproclaimed to be the best
in the.world,but failedtobackit up.
Tom Green got a ticket on Leno's
tab- whycan't myeditor hookme up?
Our BSUwrestlers are at the Pac-l0 re-
gionals.Wehave a skierwith an invite
to nationals. Our track team breaks
school records everyweek. The gym-
nasts bring me sunshine when all rom
getting is rain. The Rugby Club was
born saturday. I watched the painful
process.Youshould signup.
Iget two calls aweekfromBigTodd,
trying to talk me into playing for the
BoiseRoughRiders,but my knees are
bananas in the sun. Iwish Iwas still a
specimen of athletic perfection (HAl),
'butnowlammorelikelytofitintoarig-
ormortis experiment than anything.
Basically, sports are good, and if
you canwatch 'emor play'em or cheer
'em, by GOd get 'ff done. I'm not even _
sure what llove these days. I caught
mYself skipping SportsCenter for the
DaIlyShowthe other night and Idid
24 push-ups for punislunent Myrom~
mitmentfails.,. bowaboutyour:s?
Men's track wins the WAC
Men's tennis
Friday
Arizona @ BSU, 2 p.m.
Saturday
San Diego @ BSU, I p.m.
Wrestling
Monday
PAC-lO Championships
[SIDE
LINE]
Bronco skier invited
to nationals
Boise State freshman skier,
Zuzana Charvatova, has quali-
fied for the NCAA National Ski
Championships which will be held
March 7-10 at Steamboat Springs,
Colo.
An at large qualification is based
on skier's finishes and times during
the NCAARegional Championship
and the regular season,
At the RMISA/NCAA Regional
Championship, this week,
Charvatova, from the Czech
Republic, finished 10th in the sla-
lom and 14th in the giant slalom.
Her best finishes of the season
were at the Utah Invitational in
Park City (Jan. 11-12) where she
finished ninth in the slalom and
12th in the giant slalom.
; I
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The Boise State men's indoor track and field team hoists the WACtitle trophy for the seond time in two years Saturday.
Maynard named coach of the year
run with a time of 1:55.96.
Boise State's other big point
winning event of the evening was
the men's weight throw. The trio
of Mattias Ions, Staffan Jonsson
and Eric Matthias scored a com-
bined 20 points. Ions successfully
defended his 2005 title, winning
the weight throw with a toss of
69-3.50. Jonsson was third at 53-
2.00 and Matthias was fourth at
61-5.50.
Two true freshmen produced
See Track. rpage 91
Arbiter Sports Staff head coach Mike Maynard and
the men's team, who won the
team title in 2004.
The Bronco women scored 78
points to finish fourth. The point
total was a 61-point improvement
for the Boise State women from
last year's conference finish. Lou-
isiana Tech won the women's title
with 131points.
After winning the heptathlon
on Thursday, and the long jump
on Friday, Francis came back on
Saturday to finish second in the
triple jump with a leap of 48 feet,
9.50 inches and tied for third in
the pole vault with a ,mark of 13-
11.25.
The Bronco men sta'rted the
day off scoring 28 points, by tak-
ing the top four places in the mile
run.1'y Axtman led the Boise
State charge, with a winning time
of 4:10.73. Forest Braden finished
runner-up at 4:12.92 followed by
CodyEatonat4:13.64andWijnand
Rikenberg at 4:14.21.Rikenberg
also placed sixth in the 800-meter
Led by a 33-point performance
by Keron Francis, the Boise State
University men's track and field
team won the 2006 WAC Indoor
Track and Field Championships
on Saturday at Jacksons Track in
Nampa.
The Bronco men scored 154
points, outdistancing second
place Cal State Northridge, which
scored 106. The title was the sec-
ond in the past three years for
Football to play
three games on ESPN
Three games televised by the
ESPN networks, and a home non-
conference game against a Pac-1O
Conference opponent, highlight
the 2006 Boise State University
football schedule. Gene Bleymaier,
Director ofAthletics at Boise State,
made the announcement last
week.
Twoof the Broncos' home games
will be broadcast live by ESPN2.
The first will be on September 7
(Thursday) against Oregon State
University, with the other at Bronco
Stadium against Fresno State on
November 1 (Wednesday).
The Oregon State game is sched-
uled to start at 5:30 p.m. (MST)
and the Fresno State game is set to
kickoff at 6:00 p.m. (MST).
ESPN will also televise the
Broncos' game at the University
of Nevada on November 25
(Saturday), but will announce at a
later date which of its cable chan-
nels will televise the game.
The Broncos open the season at
home on September 2 (Saturday)
against Sacramento State. Boise
State, and Sacramento State are
working on possibly moving the
game to. August 31 (Thursday) to
allow a full of week of prepara-
tion for the Broncos' game against
,Oregon State on September 7.
Boise State completes its non-
. conference schedule with' trips
to the University ofWyoming on'
September 16 and Bowling Green
State University on September 30.
Boise State Rugby gains experience and a loss
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY
Assistant sports Editor
players from the Snakes, a Boise
City team, to fill the roster. The
club is still in search of players of
all sizes, experience and ability
levels. Tosign up and play, contact
Villegas at fbllongihotmail.com.
One ofthe BSUplayers was very
small, maybe 120 pounds, but he
played the entire game and after-
ward grinned broadly, despite the
loss.
"Rugby is not about size, it's
about attitude and spirit," Villegas
said, "It's all about heart."
The score was around 45-0, but
the score was not well kept. Idaho
State led 14-0 at the half, then
wore down BSU,.scoring at will in
the second half.
"But still, we kept them on their
toes," Villegas said. "I'm sure they
were expecting an easy win. They
are a very good team."
BSU did come very dose to
scoring, twice, within five feet of
the goal line, but could not punch
Rin. -
Camaraderie.
That is the one word that applies
to the rugby field in a wide swath,
covering every other cliche one
may choose to tag the newborn
club sport with.
The Boise State rugby club
opened its virgin season with a
shutout loss to Idaho State, but the
score didn't matter in this exhibi-
tion game. It was not a conference
game for BSUand will not count
against its record. It will, though,
count as a first: the first time those
ruffian Boiseans took the field as
a unit to compete as a representa-
tive of this school.
, "We'vegot experience now, and
you know what? We're going to be
good," Andrew Villegas, the BSU
RugbyClub President said.
Villegas said that all but a few
of his ·15 teammates had never
played' competitive' rugby before
Saturday, at West Jr. High.' Boise
State_also had to borrow a few
PHOTOBY AIJtE SOlLLY Il1lE ARBITEB
Boise State rugby players. (left andfar right) pursue an Ida-
ho State Fullback Saturday Inths Boise State Rugby Club's
first evercompet111on Saturday. BSU didn't score in the loss,
bu! theexhibttion was more about learning than winning
and losing. The club.con11nuesits march to maturity this .
~eekend in Lewiston. The te'~ still Ileeds players. ", See Rugby (p8ge 101 '
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victories in their first league cham-
pionshipmeetasKyleChristoffersen
won the 400-meter dash, and E1eni
Kafourou won the women's tri-
ple jump. The son of Bronco as-
sistant Amy Christoffersen, Kyle
Christoffersen won the 400-me-
ter dash with a time of 48.64
seconds. Kafourou's winnlngfnark
in the triple jump was 41-0.25.
Christoffersen also tied for fifth
in the pole vault, with a mark of
13-5.25.Kafourou was the top indi-
vidual point scorer for the Bronco
women with 16 points, as she also
finished third on Friday in the long
jump at 19-5.50 (5.93m).
Rebecca Guyette also had a big
day for the Bronco women fin-
ishing second in the 3,000-me-
ter run with a time of 9:55.55, and
third in the mile run with a 4:49.55
clocking. Guyette's mile time is the
second fastest in Bronco history.
Other Bronco scorers on Saturday
included a [ackieann Morlan, sec-
and in the 400-meter dash at 55.31;
Antoine Echols, second place in
the 200-meter dash at 21.33; Bryan
Rodie, third in the 800-meter run
at 1:54.46; Sterling Small, fifth in
the 400-meter dash with a time of
49.10;Andre Summers, fifth in the
200-meter dash at 22.02; Brandon
Christoffersen, fifth in the 3,000-
meterrunat8:50.56;MeganOlivetti,
seventh' in the 60-meter hurdles at
9.04; Breanne Sanda, seventh in
the mile with a time of 5:04.56; and
Kayleen McDowell, eighth in the
800-meter run at 2:18.70.
In the 4x400-meter relays on
Saturday, the Bronco women fin-
ished second with a time of3:46.I3,
and the men placed fourth with a
time of3:26.67.
On Friday, Francis, Forest Braden
and Robin Nixon all came ,away
winners for Boise State with first
place medals.
Francis picked up his second
individual title in two days when
he won the men's long jump with
a mark of 25-2.75. His leap is the
second best in school history and
the 11th best collegiate mark in the
country this season. The Bronco
indoor record is 25-10.75 set by
Eugene Green in 1990.Francis' win
is the third WAClong jump title for
the senior from Grenada. In 2004 he
won both the indoor and outdoor
long jump championships.
On Thursday, Francis won his
first conference title at this year's
indoor meet when he placed first in
the heptathlon, with a WACrecord
5,184points.
Braden successfully defended his
title in the 5,000-meter run win-
ning with a time of 14:33.47.1\\'0
weeks ago, the senior from Bonners
Ferry, Idaho set a Boise State record
in the event with a NCAAautomatic
qualifying time of 13:47.73.
The Broncos went one-two at
5,000-meters when Ty Axtman fol-
lowed Braden across the finish line
with a time of 14:39.39.
. For Nixon, it was the first indi-
vidual league championship for
the senior from Victor, Montana
as she won the 5,000-meter run
with a time of 17:30.26. Nixon also
went into the school record book,
becoming the first Bronco woman
to win a running event at a WAC
, Championship since Boise State
PHoms BY STANlEY BREWSTEB Il'lIE ABIIITEB
Keron Francis (left) was
named co-outstanding per-
former at the WACchampi-
onships. (Above) ESU head
coach Mike Maynard was
named coach of the year.
joined the league at the start of the
2001-02 season.
The Bronco women also scored
points in the weight throw. Eleni
Ypsilanti placed second with a toss
of 59-7.00 (the third best mark ill
school history), the long jump as
Eleni Kafourou finished third with a
leap of 19-5.50,the pole vault when
Alina Schimpf placed eighth with a
mark of 12-0.00and in the distance
medley relay with a seventh place
time of 13:02.53.
Three Broncos placed in the shot-
put led by Mattias Ions third place
mark of 57-2.00. Staffan Ionsson
was fourth at 55-0..75 and Erik
Wittsitt was sixth at 53-3.75.
Gerald Alexander, a starting de-
fensive back for the Bronco football
team, made his first appearance in
a track meet of his collegiate career
and came awaywith a fourth place
finish in the high jump at 6-8.00.
The men's distance medley relay
finished the scoring on Friday, with
'a fifth place time of 11:13.99. -
Francis' win in the heptath-
Ion broke the WACrecord of 5,081
points set last year by Ryan Lang of
Idaho.
Boise State University came away
with three individual awards fol-
lowing Saturday night's finals of
the 2006 WAC Indoor Track and
Field Championships.
Francis was named Co-
Outstanding Perforrner.. Ior. .the.
men, Kafourou was named the
WACIndoor Freshman of the Year
for the women and Bronco head
coach Mike Maynard was named
the league's Coach of the Year for
the men.
Competing in her first league
championship meet Kafourou, a
freshman from Athens, Greece, was
the high point scorer for the Bronco
women, winning the' triple jump'
and placing third in the long jump.
Maynard received his second
WACCoach of the Year award in
leading the Bronco men to their
second conference team champi-
onship in three years. Boise State
also won the men's crown in 2004.
Gymnasts record season road-high
Courtesy BroncoSports.com
The Boise State gymnastics team
. scored a season road high 192.275
in a third place finish at the Arizona
State UNO's Classic Friday (Feb.
24). Arizona State won the meet
with a 196.95. Oregon State was
second with 192.275. Wisconsin-
Oshkosh was fourth with a 181.25.
The Broncos now return home to
host Sacramento State March 3 for
Senior Night and Pink Out - Breast
Cancer Awareness Night.
The Broncos were led by fresh-
man Shaniece Craft who scored
9.825 on vault to tie for third place.
Boise State's top bars competitor
was freshman Taylor Jacob who fin-
ished sixth with 9.825.
She was also the Broncos' top
finisher on the floor exercise with
9.775, placing her eighth. One
beam, junior Kristin Aldrich fin-
ished eighth on beam with 9.75.
In the all-around, Jacob and se-
nior Kea Cuaresma finished sev-
. enth (38.9) and eighth (38.475) re-
spectively.
The Broncos started on the beam
where they scored a 48.025 and
then moved to the floor and scored
48.125. Vault was next with 48.375.
The team's final event was bars
where they scored 47.75.
LaurenPowell,ASU,CassandraJusino,
ASU,ShanleceCraft, BSU,9.825.
Bars: 1. Ashley Kelly, ASU, 9.975;
2. Nicole Harris, ASU, 9.925; 3. April
Boone,ASU,9.9; 6. Taylor Jacob, BSU,
9.825.
Beam: 1. Nicole Harris, ASU,9.925;
2. Ashley Kelly, ASU, 9.875; 3. (tie)
Jaml Lunz, ASU,Chrissy Lamun, OSU,
9.85; 8. Kristin Aldrich, BSU,9.75.
Floor: 1. Cassandra Jusino, ASU,
9.925; 2. Chrissy Lamun, OSU,9.9; 3.
(tie) April Boone, ASU, Ashley Kelly,
ASU, Angela Morales, ASU, 9.875; 8.
Taylor Jacob, BSU,9.775.
Women's Gymnastics - Feb. 24 -
Tempe, Ariz.
Team Scores: 1. Oregon State
196.95; 2. Oregon State 195.55; 3.
Boise State 192.275; 4. Wlsconsin-
Oshkosh 181.25.
All-Around: 1. Ashley Kelly, ASU,
39.6; 2. April Boone, ASU, 39.5; 3.
Nicole Harris, ASU, 39.425; 7. Taylor
Jacob, BSU,38.9.
Vault: 1. April Boone, ASU, 9.9;
2. Ashley Kelly, ASU, 9.875; 3. (tie)
.Women's golf tees off spring season today
teams the Broncosfinished the invite Katie Street followed up her first
with a tenth place finish. Boise State place finish with a top-10 show-
sophomore Brica Haney collected ing at the Heather Farr Invitational
The BoiseStatewomen's golfteam thefiBtindividuai top-l0fmish ofthe in Denver. As a team, Boise State
returns to action today when the season, by fmishing in sixth place. matched Street with a tenth place
team take partin the Kitahara Fresno The women jumped back from a finish.
State Invitational. The tournament sub-par performance in Oregon to WIth three top-10 team finishes
will be the first of the spring season, . finish in third place overall at the in three tournaments,. the Broncos
for those who have nat competed Wolf Pack Invitational in Reno, NY. were looking to add to their streak on
since participating in the Price's Along with the team's top-five fm-' their home course. .
"Give'eni Five"· Invitational in ·Las ish, junior KatieStreet captured the Boise State 'arid. Banbury" Golf
Cruces NewMexicolast October. individual title in Reno by shooting Course hosted to 14western schools
The firSt half of the season was a tourilament best 223 (+10) over at the Bronco. Fall InvitationaL
.. filled with highs and loWs for the three IOimds,Street'svictoI'ywas The Broncos were ableacheiVe
Brorico women. The team sWung the tellth iridividualfirsf place fin, four toil-Ill tourilamentsbyfin-
into the.seasonatthe Orego~State ..·lshforBoise5tate. WIthher fist place .ishing·'.in· ..fourth;plll~.';Street·
Invitational .. ' .' . . . . •. finiSh at the Wolf Pack Invitational, . .made .Ii- three, consecutiw<ioMO
_ ' The tournament hosted ~5teams KatieStreel.wasnamedtheJCBOX finishes for berself, with a tlilid .
fnim thioUgh~ttbewest Ottb~15 Li~WAC GOlfet oftb~ month."' • pJacefiniSh at~~";'+ . '
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BY SHJ\WN J\SHBY
SportsWr!!er
With three solid tournament ap-
pearances behind them, the Broncos
were looking to finish their fall sea-
son' on a high note at the'· Prices
"Give'em Five"' Invitational. - With
21 teams taking part in the tourna-
ment, the Broncos finished a disap-
pointing 18th. Street was llnable to
continue her winning ways.' .
Freshman LiridseyShean was the
top BronCoplayer, finishing in a tie
for40th. . .
The' sprlJig ,schedule. ,consists of','
.fourtourDameDU, and willconclude'
Withthe\\i*C ·.cbiifuPiDns~'ipsi.be'·;
.ing held'on Aprl12:4~26, in5aJ11ose. ';'
1,'he BQIseState Women'sgolf.team":
wmnot,hOst. inotJim'tournattletit.';
,mtil~~i¢'~~~;::~" .~;z< . .
,.~':'":' .,_.~:_-. '.
..Jambasmoothies and juices
are the t?stiest way to get 'Your
five servings of fruit each day.
Groat taste and nutrition
couldn't 'come ina better
package!
visit us at
7709.W. Overland Rd.
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is part of ESPN'sBig Monday. Big
Monday could be an understate-
ment for the Broncos. Despite be-
ing locked in now at the 6'h spot
in the conference standings, the
Broncos are coming off a near im-
possible comeback on Thursday
night against Utah State and have
shown signs they can hang with
anyone in the conference.
Down as much as 18points in the
second half, the Broncos went on a
13-0 run to end the game, but fell
short on a last second shot by Coby
Karl to possibly send the game into
overtime.
Karl and true freshman Kurt
Cunningham scored the last 17
points for Boise State. ~arl finished
with 19 points and Cunningham
scored 10points and a career-high
five assists.
"The last couple weeks he's done
a lot better and his energy is good
Broncosfall short on comeback, set for BigMonday tonight
'~~;'?_:'~:~s~t~~r"
. ,.'.
and now he is feeling that he can
score,' Graham said.
The loss was' the 10'bgame this
season for Boise State where the
outcome has been within' five
points or less. The Broncos are 4-6
In those 10games, and four of the
losses have come to the top four
teams In the conference.
"We are just going to keep at it,"
Cunningham said: "There Is not
much we can do about that, we had
a good shot to take the lead or tie It,
but we just have to keep going and
stay at the game and just try not to
get In a hole early."
On Jan. 5,Boise State lost at home
to LaTech on a buzzer beater heave
by Paul Millsap. Amissed sfiot and
the game would have gone into
overtime.
On Jan. 26, the Broncos were un-
able to hold a late lead against 241h
ranked Nevada and lost 82-79.
1\velve days ago, the Broncos lost
to New Mexico State 73-68 on the
road.
Any changes to the outcome of .
these four games, and the Broncos
.could have serious momentum
going Into the conference tourna-
ment next week.
Instead, the Broncos (13-13, 5-9
WAC)are in danger offalling below
.500 for the first time this season.
"We don't' want to 'lose and it's
a competitive spirit to just come-
back and battle," Karl said. "I'm
very proud of what we've done to
comeback from (18points) is pretty
impressive. I think being in these
close games is going to help us
down the road somewhere."
Good thing for the Broncos Is
the tournament is a neutral sight,
except for Nevada, who is hosting
the tournament. Plus, the Broncos
have beaten the host team in the
tournament the last two seasons.
1\vo years ago the Broncos defeat-
ed Fresno State and a then ranked
Nevada team en route to the title
game despite a losing regular sea-
son in 2005.
"I don't think it matter who we
are playing," Graham said. "If we
play our A game, we are. tough to
beat. Butwe don't have any margin
for error. We need to get more con-
sistent."
As It sits right now, Boise State
would play Nevada in the first
round. But there are five teams
within two games of Nevada In the
standing and any of those teams
could slide up or down in the
standings.
Without being able to change
their place in the standings,
Graham says the biggest thing for
his team to do is to "getmomentum
going into the tournament."
\J\lJ-lJlDpS
[from page 8J
her athleticism coming In from
Tennessee. It's kind of a culture
shock for her."
Buggs scored 11 points Sunday.
"I just tried to go out and give the
. people something to remember me
by."Buggs said.
Little tied the all-time Boise State
record with 118 games played in
her career. Shewill become the all-
time games played leader Friday,
when the Broncos play Idaho In
Moscow.
"It's one that most people won't
ever be able to reach. It's to show
that ever since I came in, I've al-
ways had something to help the
team out With."Little said.
The Broncos ended the game
with an 11-0 run, but thel0-point
deficit at the end of regulation was
the closest Boise State would come
within in the second half.
points), the Broncos got 29 points
offthe bench.
"Other people. on the team have
got to step up. We all have to step
up. Nomatter if one person is on, or
that person is off,we all got to step
up and make shots." senior Benita
Buggs said. .
Buggs, along with fellow senior
Heather Little, played in their final
home game against Fresno State.
"Benita and Heather have done a
nice job for our program," Presnell
said. "And Heather has been here
five years, with three coaches, and
has kind of been the settling force
and the backbone of the team the
last five years:
"Benita did a nice job with
PHDroS BYSTANLEY BREWSTER rrHE ARBITER
Seniors Heather Little (left) and Benita Buggs (right)
played in their final home game for Boise State Sun-
day. Buggs scored 11 points and Little tied the a11-
time Boise State record for games played in a career.
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BY TR£VOR HORN
Sports Editor
Boise State head coach Greg
Graham calls tonight's game
against Fresno stare a 'chess
match.'
The naked eye will see the com-
plete opposite. Fresno State leads
the WACin scoring and Boise State
is fourth.
But what Graham was refer-
ring to was two teams desperately
searching for identity with just
over a week before the WACtour-
nament.
Fresno State took themselves out
of postseason play for NCAAviola-
tions, but Boise State needs to find
consistency.
'" think the big thing is to get
momentum going into the tourna-
ment," Graham said.
The game tonight (10:05 MT)
Ifrompage 8)
Since the game was an exhibi-
tion, and the first forBSU,the teams
played four 20-minute quarters,
rather than two nonstop 40-minute
halves ..
The referees also made a fewcon-
cessions during the game. They did
call the game correctly, but they
were open to teach and remind the
young BSU team of the rules and
proper procedures of the complex
game.
After rugby games, the host team
is expected to take the visitors out,
feed them and set up a 'social' fol-
lowing the games. The social is ba-
sically another chance to gain ca-
maraderie between the teams and
their opponents. (they usually In-
volve alcohol, but do not require it).
"Now we're going to take these
. guys out. We're going to feed them.
I mean we're cool with them,"
Villegas said.
There was a calm after the game,
as both teams shook hands with
every member of the other team.
There was a lot of joking around
and smiles on faces, despite what
could be called a mismatch and II
blowout. The game truly fosters an
atmosphere of gentlemanly con-
duct. There were no dirty plays or
cheap' shots.
What the Boise State team takes
from this initial rugby venture is
still uncertain. The team may not
garner too much success this year.
They may not win at all. But, they
will play and play hard. They will
approach each game with an atti-
tude befitting of the standards ex-
pected of Boise State athletes. They
will learn. They will get better.
"Now we know what we're up
against," Villegas said.
The rugby club now prepares for
a trip to Lewiston for the Warrior-
Fest tournament. The schedule
isn't out yet, so they don't know who
they will play.'They leave Saturday
morning and plan to stay the night
after the tournament.
For now, it's practices Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 6:30-8 p.m.
and the birth of a new Boise State
athletic club.
"It is a new sport," Villegas said.
"Can you believe we're playing rug-
by!? It's a great experience. We can
get that camaraderie."
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Business. & Tech
Making Cents' of:
Investing your money
BY SARA BAHNSON
Business & Tech Columnist
Even if you decide not to in-
vest in mutual funds, diversifica-
tion is the key to any investment.
Financial advisors will always
recommend diversification with
any money you decide to invest.
Diversification means that even
though you love Starbucks and
think your investment in their
cafe mochas will keep their stock
price high, it'sa safer bet to spread
your money out over many differ-
ent stocks.
If you decide to choose your
own stocks, it's important to un-
derstand the "valuation" of a
stock, which helps you determine
how the stock is being valued in
the market. The PIE ratio, which
divides the current price per share
of the stock by the earnings per
share, is way to calculate valua-
tion. A lower PIE ratio means the
price of the stock more closely tied
to the company's earnings.
For example, Starbucks' current
price per share as of Sunday after-
noon was $35.92 and their earn-
ings per share was $0.65. 'So the
PIE ratio for Starbucks is 55.26.
In comparison, Apple Computer's
current price per share was $71.46
and their earnings per share was
$1.85, with a PIE ratio of38.54.
Even though Apple's stock is
about twice the cost of Starbucks'
stock, it would be cheaper to pur-
chase Apple's stock because of the
company's lower PIE ratio.
If investing in stocks or mutual
funds still sounds too risky to you,
online savings accounts are also
an option. These accounts offer
higher interest rates than traidi-
tonal banks. HBSCdirect.com of-
fers 4.80 percent APT on new de-
sposits.
It's also important to realize
that you might not succeed with
investing right away.
Look at investing as a long-term
project that may take five or so
years before you can really see the
benefits.
Putting your hard-earned mon-
ey into stocks and mutual funds
can sound intimidating to any
new student investor. However,
with the right education, smart in-
. vesting could help you stay ahead
of the game while most college
students are in debt.
The first step of investing is
to figure out how much money
you're able put into a savings ac-
count or investment each month.
A common misconception about
investing is that you have to have
a lot of money to invest. With only
$100, you can do a lot in terms of
investing your money.
However, when decidingwheth-
er or not to invest, make sure that
you have the rest of your financial
life in order. If you have lots of
student loans or credit card debt,
investing in stocks and mutual
funds is probably not a good idea
for the time being.
So, you may ask, what exactly is a
stock? When you purchase a stock,
you have ownership in that com-
pany, no matter how small the in-
vestment is. Your money is tied to
every dollar the company makes,
as well as any financial pitfalls the
company may run into.
With many corporate account-
ing scandals swirling in the news,
you might be wary of investing
your money in a company's stock
that could belly-up the next day.
However, when the market is
down, it just means you can buy
more stocks at a better price.
Mutual funds are another in-
vestment option if investing at
a low risk is important to you.
Mutual funds pool the money of
many investors and then money
managers invest in a number of
shares, which make up a portfolio,
depending on different criteria
such as a particular section like
pharmaceuticals.
W'ORK IT WORK IT
BRONCOSNEEDJOBS.
COM We need Paid Sur-
vey Takers in Boise. 100%
FREE to join. Click on
Surveys.
HIGH' PAYING SUM·
MER JOBS! Oppurtunity
to eam a high income gain
valuale experience, excel-
lent resume builder. Call
480-857-8671 Today.- Field marketing manager
needed for local company.
Flexible hours. 15-30 hrs/.
wk. Need transportation
and team leadership skills.
Call 887-9795.
Local company needs in-
dividuals or teams to help
with field marketing. Very
flexible hours. No selling
required. 5-20 hrs/wk. Call
887-9795.
.-C/)
C/)
C,
Now Hiring Bussers &
Dishwashers. Must have
experience. Apply within
at Leku Ona 117 S. 6th st.
345-6665.
.a.'.fAJfJ!!!JIDl1
Ar~You Earning Your
Potentialu prr Drive Boise neigh-borhoods, own car, digital
camera, monsnow@yahoo.
com
Summer job? Hiring full-
time managers and painters.
$8-$10 per/hr, + bonuses!
No experience necessary.
Jobs in WA, OR, !D. Ap-
ply at 888-277·9787 or
www.collegepro.com
...FOR THOSE WHO HAVE
EXCELLENT VERBAL SKILLS
AND NEED A FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE ...
·Evening and Weekend Shifts
20-40 hours/week
-Top Dollar-our reps average
$8-12/hour
-Pald Training
FOR MORE INFORMATION _.
CALL 658-4888
rHOTO COURTESY KNIGHT RIDDER TRIBUNE
Nathan Bomey, 21, has built a
digital music collection through
Napster and l'Iunes. Digital
music fans now have two opin-
ions when building their music
library: renting songs by the
month or buying them to
keep forever.
BY HEATHER NEWMAN
Detroit Free Press'
Ask Frank Ginis of Troy, Mich., about online
music services a year ago and he could not have
cared less.
His collection of CDs, ranging from classical
to jazz to blues to show tunes, kept him more
than entertained. He didn't own a digital music
player. He didn't plan to download music. .
But in the past 12 months, all that has
changed. He got an MP3 player as a freebie
when buying some cellular phones. And while
Ginis, 42, still prefers CDs when purchasing al-
bums, he's now shopping for a good music ser-
vice to use for singles.
"There are certain songs that I like that I
don't want to buy an entire CD for," he said. "I'd
like to be able to play those songs when Ilike,
because they aren't on the radio too often. I'm
just looking for stuff! can burn on a CD. I can't
imagine I'll be a download junkie ... but you
never know."
Fortunately, Ginis has a pile of alternatives
for finding that copy of Todd Rundgren's "Hello
It's Me" and the other two dozen songs he's.
looking for. [i'Iunes alone has a couple dozen
versions of the track.) Music services, whether
they rent you a song for a month or let you keep
it forever, have become part of the American
entertainment landscape.
One sign that the selection out there is ma-
turing is that you've now got two choices when
you go to buy music downloads: You can rent
them by the month, or buy them and1<eep them
forever. Some services offer both options.
Rented music acts just like the real thing - it
sits on your hard drive, where you can play it
whenever you want. Services like Napster to
Go even let you download it to compatible. MP3
players, so you can take it with you. But like
your electric service, if you' fail to pay your bill,
at the end of the month the lights go out - your
tunes will no longer play.
Purchased songs are yours to keep forever,
but even they might have some limitations.
Some can only be listened to on a limited num-
ber of computers or portable players. Some can
only be burned onto a CD once.
Others allow unlimited personal use - in-
cludingjust about the entire collection of Audio
Lunchbox, a nifty alternative music service.
If your music tastes change often - you get
into a song, love it and then are ready to leave it
after a while - then renting music is something
WORK1T,
.Work for a non-profit
across the street from BSU.
Phone workers PIT or FIT
eve/weekends required.
Call 343-1377
~~.....center
'l.::..... :'I~'
On- .aRdofl-
.campus Jobs
ancllntemshlps .
for current and
gradutlting
studentS
f"''Rp.,·_.i'i.i'
.. Checkout
6;t;UXft
.{"tC ",,,,,tt;' lJOO1'<'*.'!.
(Across from
the SUB,
beneath the
Womens
Center)
Digital music fans: Should you rent or buy?
you should seriously consider. Rental Is much
cheaper than buying rurres because you have
access to the service's entire catalog - Napster
to Go has 1.5 million songs, for example - at any
time. (A basic Napster subscription runs about
$10 a month; Napster to Go, which allows you to
take the tunes on a portable player, runs about
$15.)
But if you love your songs and plan to keep
them forever - even as your budget and your at-
tention shifts to other things - you might con-
sider sticking with a pay-as-you-go plan. Most
services charge about 99 cents a song or $9.99
an album for music, thanks in part to Apple's
industry-leading iTunes price plans.
Nathan Berney, 21, a senior at Eastern
Michigan University, used Napster through the
university's cheap agreement with them before
switching to iTunes. He listens to contemporary
Christian and Top 40 music in his car, walking
around campus and working out at the campus
recreation center.
"It was a nice experiment ... With Napster,
you can't keep the songs permanently. I didn't
see the point in renting the songs. It was nice
being able to get a taste of every song, but I
generally know what songs I like, what artists I
like," he said. "iTunes isn't perfect, but it seems
to supply better options for me."
There are notable holes in the collections of
all the music services. While you'll find two
dozen versions' of t-hat Todd Rundgren song,
you're not going to find much from the Beatles.
That's because some bands, or their publish-
ers, haven't made deals that cover digital music
rights.
Out-of-print songs, including older versions
of your favorites, are typically not available.
Think of the major services as incredibly com-
plete big box stores of music: You're not going
to find everything there, and there isn't anyone
around to help you track down obscure tunes.
For those, you're better off searching sites like
eBay for original CDs or LPs.
Regardless of your tastes, digital music has
definitely hit its stride. It's commonly avail-
able, cheap and legitimate, and the software
that comes with most sites makes it a one-but-
ton operation to burn a CD or transfer music to
your portable player.
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'The Arbiter' Sudoku
SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid so
that every row, column and
every 3x3 box contains the
digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved,
just use logic to solve.
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SRY IT
Do you need a German
Tutor? Please email me
bryhild84@yahoo.com
SELL IT.
FREE PAIR
POW
GLOVES
WITH
PURCHASE
OF
4 FRNT
",~\\1'\1.
SIU?" OR
AK SKIS
~
WWW.WFOSKISANOGEAR.COM
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
Bed-Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic, warranty.
Must sell $119. Can de-
liver. 921-6643
Bedroom set, cherrywood,
solid wood construction.
Sleigh bed, 2 nightstands, .
dresser w/mirror, tall
chest, TV armoire, dove-
tail drawers. Will sell all
or part. Cost $10,000, sell
$2,900. (208) 362-7150.
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
. wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
..•..............................................
.'
. .
. .
SELL IT . RENT IT'SELL IT
Computer for sale, $300.
all accessories included,
needs sorlie work. 336-
4889
Medium size Refrigerator
$40 obo. you haul from
Manitou + Beacon st.
208-721-0520 markos
Pool table, 8 ft. table, I"
slate, leather pockets, Ar-
amith balls, ace, pkg. in-
cluded. New in box. Cost
$4,500, sell $1,450. (208)
362-7150.
Dining set, cherrywood,
63" hutch & Buffet, 78"
table w/2 leaves, 6 curved
back chairs. Dovetail
drawers. Side server also
available. Cost $9,000,
sell $2,800 firm. (208)
362-7150. Queen orthropedic pil-
low-top mattress + box.
New in plastic. Cost $400,
sacrifice $195. (208) 919-
3080.
Private Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
All Utilities And Basic
Cable Included
EVERGREEN SUITES 384·1600
For Sale 2 Kegerators,
like new fully equipped
$500 ea. or make reason-
able offer. Call 631-8851
m-sat. 11-6pm RENT IT
ATTENTION
RENTERS:
Protect your money. Keep
your deposi t.
Get information at www.
therentalinspector.com or
208-830-2258.
For Sale Couch $150,
Love seat $75, End Tables
$35 ea. Other great items
too. Call 631-8851 m-sat.
11-6pm
5 BI>I~M HOUSE for
rent. 2 car garage, 8 min
to BSU. 2625sq/fl, new
carpet $925 month-to-
month ok. 6300 W. Ever-
ett, Boise Call Chris 480-
600-3762
Fuli size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 921-
6643.
Boise Bench Cottage.
Small 2 bdrm, I bath.
$450/ month plus + util.
208-309-1575.
Affordable rent. Call Al-
len, Property manage-
ment. 208-467-2132.Furniture For Sale.
See it at www.
boisefurnitureonline.com
208-860-4584.
King size pillowtop mat-
tress set, brand new in
bag. Must sell, $199. Can
Deliver. 921-6643.
Lowery Organ with Per-
cussion. Mint condo $200
OBO. Gently used sofa.
$50. or $200 takes both.
Call 384-0617.
Mattress, king pillow-top
mattress & box. Never
used. Still in factory wrap-
per. Cost $550, sacrifice
$295. (208) 919-3080.
Cozy 3 Bedroorll 2 1/2
blocks to BSUI Fireplace,
deck, garage, fenced
yard, AC, washer/dryer
hookup, Great for fam-
ily or a 3-roommate split
$895/mo.+ Call Kathy @
322-8886
Cute, Clean 2BR IBA
house, close to BSU,
downtown and greenbelt
access, hardwood floors,
WID, AC, wood stove,
auto sprinklers, gas heat,
no pets, w/srr pd, $700/
rno, 1519 Division 208-
921-1523 Boise
comics
MAIL
Roan
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@ r: ti ti n. ~ ONLINEi Qnnn. g DEGREE
i GAf\f\ \ ~ HARDi'
.G~f\~\,,,
I ENROLLED IN A
DISTANCE LEARNING
CLASS TO GET MY
MASTER'S DEGREE.
WHATi'! YOO ONLY
GOT A "BN TAKING
THE ONLINE ETHICS
COURSE FOR. ME?
NOT SO MUCH.
I'M TAKING MY
MIDTERM EXAM
AS WE SPEAK.
UH-OH.
)
".','-" .
Arbiter classified advertisements are free to students .:
Classified ads may be placed three ways:
email: classifieds@arbiteronllne.com
phone: 345-8204 x 100
or stop by the office at
1605 University Drive
(across from the SUB).
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Mariner
7 Euphemistic
expletive
11 Shape with an
ax
14 Spanish
weather baby?
15 One of HOMES
16 Yale alum
17 _ pink (delight)
18 Loud report
19 _ Miguel, C"A
20" Jude"
21 Ceases work
23 Wearing shoes
25 Courses
26 of the above
27 Tiny veggie
28 Heavily
burdened
29 Chairmaker
30 More Bohemian
32 Ravi Shankar's
instrument
34 Make a second
appearance
36 Make known
40 Tender spots
42 Eye part
43 Stage front
46 DA's workload
48 Thole insert
49 Roll of film
50 Wanted poster
information
51 Pismires
52 Making
(oneself) scarce
54 Jan. honoree
55 Diamond stat
56 Ain't right?
57 Glass
ingredient
60 Gore and Hirt
61 Boat beam
62 Sites for fights
63 Hanoi holiday
64 Gentling word
65 Ruler measure
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NO ONE WILL BELIEVE
YOU'RE ME UNLESS YOU
GET ALL PERFECT
SCORES.
WHYi' YOU
ONLY DID
300 PU5H- UP5
FOR MY
ONLINE GYM
- CLASS!!!
1 ".\ ..
DOWN
1 Confirmed
2 He's "The
Greatest"
. 3 In an early
stage
4 Took a shine to
5 Just
.
.RENT 11,
F Roommate Needed 3
BR 2 BA house. $2 I8/mo
+ I/3 bills. Nice house
(new condition) Near
BSU and downtown. Call
Jenny (208) 720- 7~42
Fourplex for sale in Boise.
Call 208-860-1612.
Solutions
N
6 Fish eggs
7 Argues in an
orderly way
8 Spider or tick
9 Skating arenas
10 Images in rev.
11 "Ben-Hur" star
12 "Seinfeld"
character
13 Champion
21 Block' of paper
22 Going
nowhere?
23 Rigging support 8i-=-t-':+c..,..
24 Roll-call call
25 Chef's gizmo
28 Reveal
29 Bats' habitats
31 Strip in a shoe
33 Becomes
fatigued
35 Lies back
37 Disney film,
with "The"
38 Itsy-bitsy biter
39 Supports for
glasses
41 Pious
l 3
v s
43 Ark's mount
44 Small stone
45 Hold one's
ground
47 Droop
50 Confused
51 Comic Woody
53 Tiger's sponsor
54 Swampy land
57 Erie Canal
mule
58 Singer Stevens
59 Silvery-gray
color
RENT IT RENT IT FIND IT. .'
I...
WAS ..
TIRED.
~
Room for rent SE Boise.
$250/mo + 1/4 util. +dep.
Cable/DSL, No smoking,
shared bath. 433-9350.
Student looking for used
laptop or notebook com-
puter any speed, any con-
dition. 283-8061.
$550 3bdrm $665 208-
344-9151 Alpine Manor
3905 Alpine St. Boise
83705
STUDENT SPECIAL
Apply today move in to-
day all utilities included
onsight laundry pets wel-
come 2Bdrm $530 &
The Arbiter
When The Arbiter jumps in a swimming pool,
The Arbiter doesn't get wet.
The water gets Arbitered.
horoscopes
By Linda C. Rlack
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (02-27-06)
Tidying up old messes will make
you stronger and stronger this
year. You'll also get more popular
and happier. Don't resist. To get
the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - Again, you're
reminded why it's important to
do whatever you've promised.
You've been there for your
friends and now they'll look out
for you.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 - Check to see if
there are any more benefits for
which you qualify now. As time
goes by.these things happen.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Todayisa6 -No need to be
intimidated by a holy miracle
worker. You don't have to fully
understand, just make sure your
heart is In the right place, and
offer your help...
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Pay the bills and
get the money sorted into piles.
Some is to save and some is to
spend on a wonderful vacation.
You can do this.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 - Do the homework
so you're certain. Memorize the
facts. Very soon, you'll be repaid
with more wealth in your pocket.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 5 - All of a sudden, the
answer is obvious. But will you
accomplish the task and earn the
rewards? Of course you will.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19)
Today is an 8 - Make sure you
know the true value of what you
have before you sell. Don't make
assumptions, get an expert's
opinion.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - Proceeding on faith
may not be a method in which
you have much confidence. It
gets easier with practice.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Todav is a 6 -You mav be excited,
but it;s important for you to also
be thrifty. Focus on business, not
only now, but for the next several
weeks .
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - There's I110re and
more work coming In.Your
planning is put to the test. Keep
making modifications and you
can handle the flow.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 - A person you've
done good deeds for gives you a
great recommendation. It doesn't
say here who it is, so do good
deeds for everyone.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - Start by finding an
excellent deal on something for
your hoine. Finish by snuggling
up In the midst of people you
love.
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